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Pandemic
knowledge

• Social Isolation and Social Distancing
• Family and Intergenerational Relationships

• Technology-Mediated Communication (public
information campaigns; social media use)

• Quality of Life and Well Being

• Economic Impacts (including industry, work,
unemployment)

• Health Behaviors and Behavior Change

• Organizational Change

• Health Disparities

• Social Inequalities and Discrimination

• Impact on Vulnerable Populations (including
immigrants, minority groups)

• Education Impacts (including online learning)

• Community Impact and Neighbourhood Effects
• Transportation; Food Security
• Beliefs, Attitudes, Misinformation, Public
Opinion

• Political Dynamics, Policy Approaches, and
Government Expenditure
• Criminal Justice (including domestic violence, prison
populations, cybercrime)
• Human Mobility and Migration (including dislocation)

https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/rda-covid19-social-sciences

Covid-19 Social Science Data Topics

Social Science Data Challenges
• Data in the social sciences: broad range of materials, from structured numerical datasets to
interviews, field notes, documents, social media posts, ethnographic observations, and many more.
• Social sciences work also with “found data”, that were not created for the purpose of social research.
• Many of these datafied records of social life contain sensitive personal information and result from
the „power gaze“ of datafication instruments and interest regimes.
• Such data is highly situative. These data loose their value/validity when taken out of context or metadata. They need stewardship.
• Their quantity is immense and continuedly rising.
• Researchers bear responsibility not only for the integrity of the scientific approach, but also for their
relationship with research subjects.
• Social science research is very diverse and often highly fragmented across geo-political realms, data is
often very local, multilingual, situative.

Challenges for
social sciences

• Double hermeneutic: making sense of a world
that is full of sense-making itself.
• What get‘s counted, counts! Making social life
countable should mean making data, methods
and decisions accountable.
• Singular solutions versus multiple perspectives:
go for strong objectivity making positionality
productive.
• Rapid responses: Be fast, but do not rush!

Issues of
Social Science
data sharing
in pan(dem)ic
See Sabina Leonelli: https://hdsr.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/fi1rol2i/release/2

• Data use priorities: predict and control
• Securitization of the crisis and boundary shifts
• Rapid response versus longterm learning; Short
term technological fixes vs democratic
governance
• Problems of access and data poverty
• Missing infrastructures and interoperability
stardards
• Lack of regulation and more participatory
governance models
• Not enough international coordination and data
diplomacy

e
• https://oecd-innovation-blog.com/2021/01/20/oecdrecommendation-access-research-data-public-funding-update-covid19/
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Open and Responsible Social Science
• Whenever possible: FAIR data, and extensive documentation and meta-data
• Just don't give up: constantly point out missing data access and demand access
• Be particularly attentive to bias and power asymmetries in data production, sharing and
stewardship
• Learn from other communities how to best network and coordinate
• Work fast but not rushed  preparedness
• Improving informed consent management and data-reuse
• Develop new formats and standards, like executable papers, participatory methods, open peer
review, meta-information sharing
• Building alliances and infrastructures with public and private data providers for independent
research
• Actively demand support from policy to harmonise data sharing across borders
• Training public communication and negotiation skills, staying with the data
• Point out the multifaceted „pandemic knowledge“ that social sciences can contribute to

Open and Responsible Policy
• Transparent prioritisation and funding of resources
• Creating robust sharing infrastructures with adequate governance
• Negotiating data access for science with public and private stakeholders, as well
as cross-border data exchange (data diplomacy)
• Installing robust science advice mechanisms, consisting of diverse and inclusive
teams with complementary method arsenals (including also data providers,
simulation experts, ethicists, public health specialists, social psychologists, ….)
• Openly documenting and evaluating these efforts

